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Hello, 

We would like to show you the way, how to grow up your instagram followers and Go Viral 

with simple steps: 

Step 1:  Make a traffic in your instagram account with the post an image or with our tool to 

schedule your posts. 

Make 3 post every day with perfect Hashtag. 

You can find here:  

Typically I take some time doing my research and use 

1) 10 hashtags perhaps used 20K to 500K times,  

2) 10 that are 500K to 2M, 

3) and 9 that are 2M+.  

Make sure they are niche/content specific. 

 

Step 2:  Set the Auto Activity.  

 

Activate The Like , Comment, Follow, Like+Follow, Unfollow. 

The Basic it is these 5 functions but If you like activate and the other.  

 

 
https://instaboz.com/index.php/search 

   

http://instatool.eu/index.php/search


Step 3:  Set your Target. 

 

Activate Hashtags (if you like and the location)  

You can easily find targets with multiple selections under hashtags/locations/usernames, 

feed timeline. 

If you want  only Hashtags set the others dropdown selection: - 

 

Step 4:  Choose the Speed. 

 

Recommended  Activity Speed:  Medium. 



 

 

Step 5:  Set the Filter 

 

Set your filter as you want.  

These filters have recently been introduced to Instatool and they allow a higher degree of 

targeting the most relevant users. These settings will vary depending on your needs, there 

are no rules to using these settings and there little that can go wrong with them as well.  

 

The main issue you might encounter if narrowing down on your target market too much, 

which will mean that Instatool runs out of users to interact with a stops performing activity.  

 



You will need to repeatedly log back in to Instatool to adjust settings each time this happens 

which can be a bit of a pain. If you don’t notice that Instatool activity has stopped then you 

are missing out on the opportunity of growing your account. 

 

 

Step 6:  Add your Comments 

 

 
 

The “Don’t comment same users” feature is highly recommended! Users will soon notice if 

the same comments are posted on their images. The only case where you could comment 

same users is if you have set Instatool to use many different unique comments and it is 

unlikely that the same comment will go to the same user. You are only limited by your 

creativity here.  

 

When choosing comments to use you need to keep them reasonably generic (you won’t 

know exactly what is in the image that you are commenting on) but not so generic that it is 

obviously an automated comment. Including hashtags and emojis can help your comments 

to stand out and look different from other users, whilst remaining generic enough to apply to 

many images. Here are a few that we have found to be useful. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Step 7:  Add the Hashtags 

 

 

Choosing tags to perform activity on needs a fair amount of research and consideration. In 

general, you want to be performing activity of tags that are popular, but not so popular that 

they are targeted by spammers who post inappropriate or adult content.  

Choosing the right tags will mean that you are interacting with users who want to grow their 

accounts will be actively searching for new users to follow. Look at other good accounts, find 

what hashtags they are using and search them within the instagram app.  

Have a look at the feed for that hashtag and be wary of any that include inappropriate 

content (I’m going to assume commenting “rad” on low brow content isn’t going to appeal to 

your fans).  

If there are only one or two users who are spamming the hashtag you could avoid them using 

the “Blacklist” feature outlined later in this guide. A good number is to aim for tags with 

200,000 postings as they are widely used but less likely to be targeted with spam. 

Step 7.1:  Location (If you have enable it from step 2) 

 

 
Setting locations in Instatool  is a powerful new feature.  

It allows you to reach target markets in a given location, which for some businesses will be of 

considerable value. If you know where your potential followers or customers are you should 

experiment with this feature.  

Keep in mind, not everyone tags their images with a location, so depending on the area you 

target you may run out of users to interact with. Use with caution. 



 

 

Step 8:  Add the Usernames (If you have enable in targeting) 

 

 

 

Set some usernames similar for your niche. 

Select Big usernames >10K. 

This is where you enter the usernames you wish to follow or perform activity on. Find users 

with a similar demographic of followers as the ones you are hoping to gain. You can enter 

multiple usernames to expand your reach here. 

 

If you like set the Message but you should enable the Follow Back. 

Auto send message to new followers when you follow back. 

 

And then if you want to set Blacklist Tags/Usernames/Keywords. 

 


